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The Glimmer community ice sheet model
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[1] We present a detailed description of the Glimmer ice sheet model, comprising the
physics represented in the model and the numerical techniques used. Established methods
are combined with good software design to yield an adaptable and widely applicable
model. A flexible framework for coupling Glimmer to global climate forcing is also
described. Testing and benchmarking is of crucial importance if the outputs of numerical
models are to be regarded as credible; we demonstrate that Glimmer performs very well
against the well-known EISMINT benchmarks and against other analytical solutions for
ice flow. Glimmer therefore represents a well-founded and flexible framework for the
open-source development of ice sheet modeling.

Citation: Rutt, I. C., M. Hagdorn, N. R. J. Hulton, and A. J. Payne (2009), The Glimmer community ice sheet model, J. Geophys.

Res., 114, F02004, doi:10.1029/2008JF001015.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

[2] In the last 3 decades, numerical modeling has become
established within glaciology as an important technique for
the understanding of ice sheet dynamics. Ice sheet models
are of particular importance if we are to predict the possible
response of ice sheets to climate change, and consequently a
number of such models have been developed over the years.
[3] This paper describes a thermomechanical ice sheet

model that uses the shallow ice approximation, and is
known as Glimmer. The paper focuses on a detailed
description of the core thermomechanical model and its
verification against established benchmarks. Our purpose is
to provide a reference document setting out concisely the
physics and numerics of the model, and demonstrating that
it passes a set of widely recognized tests.
[4] The name ‘‘Glimmer’’ was originally an acronym

devised to reflect the model’s beginnings as a component
of the GENIE earth system model [Lenton et al., 2007], and
stands for GENIE Land Ice Model with Multiply-Enabled
Regions. However, because Glimmer has developed subse-
quently as an independent model, the meaning of the name
is no longer important, and it is not capitalized.
[5] Use of the shallow ice approximation (SIA) in ice

sheet modeling can be traced back to the work of Mahaffy
[1976] and the thermomechanical model of Jenssen [1977].
The applicability of the SIA has been discussed at length
elsewhere in the literature [e.g., Hutter, 1983; Hindmarsh
and Le Meur, 2001; Pattyn, 2003], and although it lacks
representation of higher-order stresses in the ice, it has been
shown to perform well compared to full-stress models in a

wide range of glaciological situations [e.g., Leysinger Vieli
and Gudmundsson, 2004]. It is also important as a basis for
modeling ice sheet evolution over long time scales because
of its computational efficiency: numerous recent studies
have used models based on the SIA [e.g., Calov et al.,
2005; Charbit et al., 2005; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007; Flowers
et al., 2008], and, accordingly, it continues to be the subject
of theoretical analysis [e.g., Saito and Abe-Ouchi, 2005;
Van den Berg et al., 2006]. Nevertheless, the use of the SIA
precludes the simulation of many of the rapid changes now
being observed in Greenland and Antarctica.
[6] Given the well-established nature of Glimmer’s the-

oretical foundations and its numerical implementation, it is
important to stress the characteristics which distinguish it
from its predecessors. First, the model has been verified
against a range of established standards, allowing a high
degree of confidence to be placed in its output. Second, the
software engineering design of the model, and its open
development process, have produced model code that is
well structured and well documented. The design of the
code is such that it is easy to deploy the model in a range of
experimental configurations, and to couple it to whatever
climate forcing is desired. Finally, Glimmer is supplied with
a sophisticated module (called GLINT) which allows cou-
pling to a global climate model or reanalysis data, and
which automatically handles the various temporal and
spatial transformations necessary. Taken together, these
characteristics mean that Glimmer is well suited to the
adaption and extension of its capabilities.
[7] All numerical models are approximations to reality:

all make compromises for the sake of efficiency and
tractability, and, in this, Glimmer is no different. Most
significantly, the use of the SIA precludes the direct
representation of ice shelf flow, because the stress balance
in an ice shelf is dominated by longitudinal and lateral stress
gradients, which are absent from the SIA. Some ice sheet
models [e.g., Huybrechts, 2002] attempt to overcome this
by including a separate ice shelf model; however, the
difficulties presented by doing so are significant [Vieli and
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Payne, 2005], especially concerning the coupling of the two
models across the grounding line. Consequently, Glimmer
does not include an ice shelf model at present. Other
compromises described below include the simplicity of
basal sliding and basal hydrology models, and the param-
eterization of calving at a marine margin. None of these
limitations is unusual in a model of this kind. However,
because of Glimmer’s status as an open source, community
model, and because of the well-structured nature of its code
base, it presents a unique opportunity for the coordinated
improvement of these aspects. One of the purposes of this
paper is to stimulate that development.

1.2. Model Structure

[8] Glimmer is structured on a modular basis, with the
modeled processes divided into discrete units. The core
thermomechanical ice model forms one such unit (called
GLIDE), which takes boundary conditions from three
sources: a climate driver provides the upper surface tem-
perature and mass balance fields, an isostasy model pro-
vides the lower surface elevation, and a geothermal model
provides the geothermal heat flux through the lower ice
surface. The thermomechanical model, the geothermal
model and the isostasy model are all integral parts of
Glimmer, and are described in detail in the first part of
the paper, with each component the subject of a separate
section. The physics represented and the numerical techni-
ques used are presented together for each component. In
contrast, the climate driver can be any model component
capable of supplying the required boundary conditions.
Several climate drivers are supplied with Glimmer, but the
design of Glimmer makes it simple to write new ones.
Climate drivers are not discussed in detail here, except in
the case of the GLINT module, which allows a global
climate model to provide boundary conditions to the ice
sheet model (section 6).

1.3. Model Benchmarking

[9] The second major part of the paper concerns the
verification of Glimmer against established benchmarks
for ice sheet models. We use both of the published EIS-
MINT benchmarks [Huybrechts et al., 1996; Payne et al.,
2000], as well as the more recent exact solutions of Bueler
et al. [2005].
[10] As Bueler et al. [2005] note, there is a difference

between validation (checking that the correct equations are
being solved) and verification (checking that the numerical
solution is correct). Our focus in this paper is the verifica-
tion of Glimmer: the purpose is to show that it solves the
relevant equations accurately.
[11] Comparison between the output obtained from Glim-

mer and the published results show good agreement, and
give confidence that the model presented herein has been
implemented correctly.

1.4. Development Control and Version Numbers

[12] The Glimmer model code has been developed
according to procedures commonly used in open source
software development [Bar and Fogel, 2003]. Code
changes are recorded using the Concurrent Versions System
(CVS), in a publicly accessible repository hosted at the UK
National eScience Centre (NeSC). The Glimmer project

page may be found at http://glimmer.forge.nesc.ac.uk.
Glimmer users are encouraged to participate in model
development and documentation. The present list of regis-
tered developers has fourteen members drawn from six
institutions, with many more providing bug reports and
code patches.
[13] The model code held on the CVS repository is in a

state of continuous development. Prepackaged, numbered
releases of the model are made at regular intervals, and
these can be freely downloaded from the NeSC project Web
site. Comprehensive documentation can be downloaded
from the same source. A release collects together develop-
ments to the model as a single snapshot, making it easier for
users and developers to keep track of changes. This paper
concerns itself with the latest release in the 1.0.x series,
which is the stable development branch. Changes in 1.0.x
are restricted to bug fixes or minor enhancements to existing
features; the latest release version is 1.0.14. In addition, a
more experimental development branch is maintained,
where new features can be implemented and tested, and
whose versions are numbered 1.5.0 upward. This paper does
not concern itself with these developments.
[14] Note that releases are always given even version

numbers, such as 1.0.2, 1.0.4, etc. The state of the CVS
repository between releases is assigned a notional odd
version number, such as 1.0.3, 1.0.5, etc.

2. Thermomechanical Ice Sheet Model (GLIDE)

[15] The core of Glimmer is the thermomechanical ice
sheet model, known as GLIDE (Glimmer Ice Dynamics
Element). The model code of GLIDE is based on that
described by Payne [1999], but has undergone sufficient
revision that a full description of the model is presented
here, for clarity. The values and symbols of all physical
constants and other parameters found in the model descrip-
tion are listed together in Table 1.

2.1. Ice Sheet Mechanics

[16] The evolution of the ice thickness stems from the
continuity equation for an incompressible material

r � uþ @w

@z
¼ 0; ð1Þ

where r is the horizontal gradient operator, u = (u, v) is the
horizontal velocity, and w is the vertical velocity. The
vertical coordinate z is positive upward. In the equations
that follow, h is the elevation of the bed, s is the elevation of
the ice surface, and H = s � h is the ice thickness. By
integrating through the ice thickness, equation (1) can be
expressed as

@H

@t
¼ �r � uHð Þ þ b� S; ð2Þ

where b is the surface mass balance rate and S is the basal
melt rate [Payne and Dongelmans, 1997]. Note that the
signs of b and S are different.
[17] As noted in the introduction, and in common with

other large-scale ice sheet models, the shallow ice approx-
imation (SIA) is used. The SIA assumes that bedrock and
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ice surface slopes are sufficiently small that the normal
stress components can be neglected [Hutter, 1983]. This
means that the horizontal shear stresses (txz and tyz) can be
approximated by

txz zð Þ ¼ �rig s� zð Þ @s
@x

; ð3Þ

and

tyz zð Þ ¼ �rig s� zð Þ @s
@y

; ð4Þ

where ri is the density of ice and g the acceleration due to
gravity.
[18] Strain rates _�ij of polycrystalline ice are related to the

stress tensor by the nonlinear flow law [Glen, 1952; Nye,
1953]. Using the SIA, we obtain

_�xz ¼
1

2

@u

@z
þ @w

@x

� �
¼ A T*ð Þt n�1ð Þ

*
txz; ð5Þ

with an equivalent expression for _�yz. In equation (5), n is
the flow law exponent, A is the temperature-dependent
flow law coefficient, and t* is the effective shear stress.
The values of @w/@x and @w/@y are taken to be small
compared to the other terms. The effective shear stress t* is
given by the second invariant of the stress tensor; for the
SIA, this is

t
*
¼ t2xz þ t2yz
� �1

2

: ð6Þ

By combining equations (3), (4), (5) and (6), an expression
for the vertical gradient of u may be obtained

@u

@z
¼ �2A T*ð Þ rig s� zð Þð Þnjrsjn�1rs: ð7Þ

The temperature T* is the absolute temperature corrected
for the dependence of the melting point on pressure, so that

T* ¼ T þ rigCT s� zð Þ; ð8Þ

with T in Kelvin [Huybrechts, 1986] and CT a constant,
given in Table 1. The parameters A and n must be
determined empirically: the value of the flow law exponent
n is not very well constrained by experiment, but is
conventionally taken to be 3 in ice sheet modeling
[Paterson, 1994]. The scaling coefficient A depends on
factors such as temperature, crystal size and orientation,
and ice impurities. Experiments suggest that A follows the
Arrhenius relationship

A T*ð Þ ¼ fae�Q=RT*; ð9Þ

where a is a temperature-independent material constant, Q is
the activation energy for creep and R is the universal gas
constant [Paterson, 1994]. The tuning parameter f can be
used to ‘‘speed up’’ ice flow, and accounts for ice impurities
and the development of anisotropic ice fabrics [Payne, 1999;
Tarasov and Peltier, 1999, 2000; Peltier et al., 2000].
[19] Integrating (7) with respect to z gives the horizontal

velocity profile

u zð Þ � u hð Þ ¼ �2 rigð Þnjrsjn�1rs

Z z

h

A s� z0ð Þndz0; ð10Þ

where u(h) is the basal, or sliding, velocity. Integrating (10)
again with respect to z gives an expression for the vertically
averaged ice velocity u

u ¼ � 2

H
rigð Þnjrsjn�1rs

Z s

h

Z z

h

A s� z0ð Þndz0dzþ u hð Þ: ð11Þ

The basal velocity u(h) is taken to be proportional to the
basal shear stress [Payne, 1995]

u hð Þ ¼ �BrigHrs: ð12Þ

The sliding parameter B may be determined by a number of
different methods, described in section 2.2 below.
[20] The vertical ice velocity can be found by integrating

(1) with respect to z, to give the vertical velocity distribution
of each ice column

w zð Þ ¼ �
Z z

h

r � u z0ð Þdz0 þ w hð Þ: ð13Þ

The lower, kinematic boundary condition is [Hindmarsh
and Hutter, 1988]

w hð Þ ¼ @h

@t
þ u hð Þ � rh� S; ð14Þ

Table 1. List of Physical Constants and Their Default Values

Symbol Description Value Units

a material constant
for T* 
 263K 1.733 � 103 Pa�3s�1

for T* < 263K 3.613 � 10�13 Pa�3s�1

cice specific heat capacity of ice 2009 J kg�1K�1

crock specific heat capacity of rock 1000 J kg�1K�1

g acceleration due to gravity 9.81 ms�2

Hrock thickness of rock layer 5 km
kice thermal conductivity of ice 2.1 W m�1K�1

krock thermal conductivity of rock 3.3 W m�1K�1

L specific latent heat of fusion 335 � 103 J kg�1

n flow law exponent 3
Q activation energy for creep

for T* 
 263K 139 � 103 J mol�1

for T* < 263K 60 � 103 J mol�1

R universal gas constant 8.314 J mol�1K�1

rast density of mantle 3300 kg m�3

ri density of ice 910 kg m�3

rrock density of rock 3300 kg m�3

rsw density of seawater 1028 kg m�3

rw density of fresh water 1000 kg m�3

CT dependence of melting point
on pressure

9.76 � 10�8 K Pa�1

LG atmospheric temperature
lapse rate

8 K km�1

tolerance of nonlinear scheme 2 mm
maximum number of
Picard iterations

50
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with the basal melt rate S calculated as discussed in section
2.3 below, and given by equation (24). The upper kinematic
boundary is similarly formulated, and must satisfy

w sð Þ ¼ @s

@t
þ u sð Þ � rs� b: ð15Þ

2.2. Basal Sliding

[21] The basal sliding parameter B may be specified in a
number of forms: (1) no sliding, B = 0; (2) constant sliding
parameter, which may vary spatially, B = B0(x, y); (3) constant
sliding parameter, which may vary spatially, only when the
basal temperature is equal to the pressure melting point,

B ¼ B0 x; yð Þ if T ¼ Tpmp
0 if T < Tpmp

�
; ð16Þ

(4) constant sliding parameter, which may vary spatially,
only in the presence of basal water (depth denoted dw),

B ¼ B0 x; yð Þ if dw > 0

0 if dw ¼ 0

�
: ð17Þ

and (5) sliding parameter that is proportional to the basal
melt rate, up to a maximum value,

B ¼ min Bmax;B0 x; yð Þ þ aBSð Þ if S > 0

0 if S ¼ 0

�
; ð18Þ

where aB is a constant of proportionality.
[22] Note that the methods which depend on the basal

temperature and the presence of basal meltwater are not
equivalent: although the bed temperature may be at the
pressure melting point, there may not be enough excess
energy to produce melt, or the meltwater may be removed
by the basal hydrology (see section 2.4 below).

2.3. Thermodynamics

[23] The flow law, equation (5), depends on the temper-
ature of ice. Therefore, it is necessary to determine how the
distribution of ice temperature changes with a changing ice
sheet configuration. The thermal evolution of the ice sheet is
described by

@T

@t
¼ k

ric
r2T þ @2T

@z2

� �
� u � rT þ F

ric
� w

@T

@z
; ð19Þ

where T is the absolute temperature, k is the thermal
conductivity of ice, c is the specific heat capacity and F is
the heat generated because of internal friction.
[24] The internal heating rate per unit volume is

F ¼
X
i;j

_�ijtij: ð20Þ

Assuming that heating due to longitudinal strain rates is
small compared with that due to horizontal shear strain
rates, equation (20) can be simplified to [Huybrechts, 1986]

F ¼ 2 _�xztxz þ 2 _�yztyz

¼ �rig s� zð Þ @u
@z

� rs:
ð21Þ

[25] At the upper boundary, ice temperatures are set to the
mean annual surface temperature, Tsurf. The ice at the base is
heated by the geothermal heat flux and sliding friction

@T

@z

����
z¼h

¼ �Gþ tb � u hð Þ
k

; ð22Þ

where u(h) is the basal ice velocity, and the basal shear
stress tb is obtained from equations (3) and (4), so that tb =
�rigHrs. The geothermal heat flux G can be computed
using the geothermal heat flux model outlined in section 3.
Ice temperatures are held constant if they reach the pressure
melting point of ice, i.e.,

T ¼ Tpmp if T 
 Tpmp: ð23Þ

Excess heat is then used to formulate a basal mass balance
rate, S

S ¼ k

riL
@T*

@z
� @T

@z

 !
; ð24Þ

where L is the specific latent heat of fusion. Finally, basal
temperatures are held constant at the pressure melting point
if the ice is floating

T hð Þ ¼ Tpmp hð Þ: ð25Þ

2.4. Basal Hydrology

[26] Two simple models of basal hydrology are provided.
Neither of these models represents the evolution of basal
water depth in a very realistic fashion: they are included
here for completeness, and because the calculation of basal
water depth is required by some of the models of basal
sliding described above.
2.4.1. Local Water Balance
[27] Water is generated according to the local melt rate S,

and assumed to be transported out of the system over a
prescribed time scale lw. Horizontal advection of meltwater
is not modeled, so that

@dw
@t

¼ S � dw

lw

: ð26Þ

[28] This equation is solved using an implicit time step
Dtw, so that

dtþ1
w � dtw
Dtw

¼ S � dtþ1
w þ dtw
2lw

: ð27Þ

The superscript t indicates the relevant time step.
2.4.2. Local Water Balance With Advection
[29] Water is generated according to the local model rate

S, and routed under the ice sheet according to a rudimentary
flow model. In areas where the basal temperature is equal to
the pressure melting point, the water pressure potential fw at
the bed of the ice sheet is given by [Paterson, 1994]

fw ¼ rw hþ dwð Þ þ rigH : ð28Þ
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The magnitude of the subglacial water velocity juwj is
assumed to be constant (analogous with the meltwater
removal time scale lw). The direction of water flow is
given by the slope of the potential surface fw, giving the
following advection equation

@dw
@t

¼ juwj
jrfwj

rfw � rdw: ð29Þ

The advection equation is solved using the Lax-Wendroff
method.

2.5. Margin Processes

[30] As noted earlier, Glimmer does not include a repre-
sentation of ice shelf flow. However, it is still necessary to
represent somehow the flow of ice over the grounding line,
and its eventual removal by calving processes. From a
dynamical perspective, all ice within Glimmer is considered
to be grounded; the following parameterizations are avail-
able to remove ice at the margin: (1) Remove all floating ice
and set H = 0 wherever h < (ri/rsw)H, where the density of
seawater is denoted rsw; (2) reduce the thickness of floating
ice by a specified fraction; (3) set H = 0 wherever the
instantaneous bedrock elevation h is below a specified
depth; and (4) set H = 0 wherever the unloaded bedrock
h0 is below a specified depth.

2.6. Horizontal Grid

[31] The modeled region (x 2 [0, Lx], y 2 [0, Ly]) is
discretized using a regular grid so that xi = (i � 1)D x for i 2
[1, Nx], and similarly for yj; this is the (i, j) grid. The model
uses an additional horizontal grid, denoted (r, s), in order to
improve numerical stability [Huybrechts et al., 1996]. Both
grids use the same grid spacing, Dx and Dy, but are offset
by half a grid spacing. Quantities calculated on the (r, s)
grid are denoted with a tilde, e.g., ~F . Quantities are trans-
formed between grids by averaging over the surrounding
nodes, so that

~Fr;s ¼ ~Fiþ1
2
;jþ1

2

¼ 1
4
Fi;j þ Fiþ1;j þ Fiþ1;jþ1 þ Fi;jþ1

� �
;

ð30Þ

and

Fi;j ¼ Fr�1
2
;s�1

2

¼ 1

4
~Fr�1;s�1 þ ~Fr;s�1 þ ~Fr;s þ ~Fr�1;s

� �
: ð31Þ

[32] In general, horizontal velocities and associated quan-
tities like the diffusivity are calculated on the (r, s) grid; ice
thickness, temperatures and vertical velocities are calculated
on the (i, j) grid.
[33] Horizontal gradients are calculated on the (r, s) grid,

such that surface gradients are

@s

@x

� �
r;s

¼ ~sxr;s ¼
siþ1;j � si;j þ siþ1;jþ1 � si;jþ1

2Dx
; ð32Þ

@s

@y

� �
r;s

¼ ~syr;s ¼
si;jþ1 � si;j þ siþ1;jþ1 � siþ1;j

2Dy
: ð33Þ

Ice thickness gradients, ~Hr,s
x and ~Hr,s

y , are formed similarly.

2.7. The s Coordinate System and Vertical Grid
Spacing

[34] The vertical coordinate, z, is scaled by the ice
thickness analogous to the s coordinate in numerical weather
simulations [e.g., Holton, 1992]. A new vertical coordinate,
s, is introduced so that the ice surface is at s = 0 and the ice
base at s = 1

s ¼ s� z

H
: ð34Þ

[35] The discretization of the vertical coordinate is gen-
eralized to employ an irregular spacing, to reflect the fact
that ice flow is more variable at the bottom of the ice
column. In the vertical, the index k is used, with 1 � k �
Ns. Any distribution of levels may be specified, but, by
default, the spacing is given by

sk ¼
4

3
1� k � 1

Ns � 1
þ 1

� ��2
" #

: ð35Þ

This yields levels spaced most closely together near the base
of the ice sheet, where the vertical shear is greatest.
[36] The s coordinate transformation leads to expressions

for spatial and temporal derivatives in the new system,
similar to those given by Hindmarsh and Hutter [1988] and
Hindmarsh [1999]. The most important are

@f

@t
¼ @f

@t0
þ 1

H

@s

@t
� s

@H

@t

� �
@f

@s
; ð36Þ

rf ¼ r̂f þ 1

H
rs� srHð Þ @f

@s
; ð37Þ

@f

@z
¼ � 1

H

@f

@s
; ð38Þ

where, in the s coordinate system, r̂ denotes the horizontal
derivative, and t0 is time.
[37] The vertical integral of f becomes in the s coordinate

system

Z z

h

f z0ð Þdz0 ¼ �H

Z s

1

f s0ð Þds0; ð39Þ

which, combined with (13) and (37), leads to the following
expression for the vertical velocity

w sð Þ ¼
Z s

1

Hr̂ � uþ rs� s0rHð Þ @u
@s0

� �
ds0 þ w 1ð Þ: ð40Þ

In some rare circumstances, discussed in section 7.1 below,
the horizontal and vertical discretization used in the model
can cause inaccuracies in the evaluation of (40). Because the
vertical velocities are important in the calculation of the
temperature field, it may be desirable to rescale the vertical
velocity such that it is constrained by the upper kinematic
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boundary condition (15). In this case, the corrected
velocities w*(s) are given by

w sð Þ ¼ w sð Þ þ 1� sð Þ @s

@t
� bþ u 0ð Þ � rs� w 0ð Þ

� �
: ð41Þ

2.8. Ice Thickness Solver

[38] Equation (2) can be rewritten as a diffusion equation,
with a nonlinear diffusion coefficient D

@H

@t
¼ �r � qþ b� S

¼ �r � Drsð Þ þ b� S; ð42Þ

with D obtained from (11)

D ¼ �2 rigð Þnjrsjn�1

Z s

h

Z z

h

A s� z0ð Þndz0dz� BrigH
2: ð43Þ

Various methods for discretizing (42) are possible, and are
discussed by Huybrechts et al. [1996], Hindmarsh and
Payne [1996], and Saito and Abe-Ouchi [2005], among
others. The choice made depends on balancing the desire for
numerical stability against the higher level of numerical
diffusion this can entail. The method chosen for use in
Glimmer has a smaller computational molecule (the size of
the grid stencil used to evaluate a single point) than some,
and this results in lower numerical diffusion [Hindmarsh
and Payne, 1996]. The computational molecule is also
symmetrical: concerns about pattern formation in ice flow
[Payne et al., 2000], and knowledge about numerical
influences on this patterning suggest that a symmetric
scheme should be used. Consequently, care needs to be
taken to ensure the time step is kept short enough to
maintain numerical stability. The significant speed improve-
ments seen in computer hardware over the past decade serve

to ameliorate this possible disadvantage. The implications
that the choice of discretization has for the comparison of
model outputs with the EISMINT benchmarks are discussed
in section 7.1 below.
[39] The diffusion coefficient is calculated on the (r, s)

grid, i.e., staggered in both x and y direction. Figure 1
illustrates the arrangement of variables on the staggered
grid. Using finite differences, the fluxes in the x direction,
qx, become

qx
iþ1

2
;j ¼ � 1

2
~Dr;s þ ~Dr;s�1

� � siþ1;j � si;j

Dx
: ð44Þ

The discretization of the ice surface gradient in equation (44)
differs from the one given in equation (32) because the
fluxes are computed halfway between nodes on the (i, j) grid
(see also Figure 1). The fluxes in the y direction, qy, are
analogous.
[40] Glimmer supports three different ways of solving

equation (42): an alternating direction implicit method
(ADI), a linearized semi-implicit method, and a nonlinear
scheme. These are formulated as follows:
[41] 1. The alternating direction implicit method uses the

concept of operator splitting where equation (42) is first
solved in the x direction and then in the y direction [Press et
al., 1992]. The time step D t is divided into two time steps
Dt/2. The discretized version of equation (42) becomes
[Huybrechts, 1986]

2
H

tþ1
2

i;j � Ht
i;j

Dt
¼�

q
x;tþ1

2

iþ1
2
;j
� q

x;tþ1
2

i�1
2
;j

Dx

�
q
y;t

i;jþ1
2

� q
y;t

i;j�1
2

Dy
þ bi;j � Si;j; ð45Þ

2
Htþ1

i;j � H
tþ1

2

i;j

Dt
¼�

q
x;tþ1

2

iþ1
2
;j
� q

x;tþ1
2

i�1
2
;j

Dx

�
q
y;tþ1

i;jþ1
2

� q
y;tþ1

i;j�1
2

Dy
þ bi;j � Si;j: ð46Þ

The t and t + 1
2
superscripts indicate the time step concerned.

Gathering all t + 1
2
terms on the left side, equation (45) can

be expressed as a tridiagonal set of equations for each row j
and column i.
[42] 2. The linearized semi-implicit method uses the

Crank-Nicolson scheme. Equation (42) is linearized by
calculating the diffusivities in the forward term from the
ice thicknesses at the present time step, so that, for example

q
x;tþ1

iþ1
2
;j
¼ � 1

2
~Dt
r;s þ ~Dt

r;s�1

� � stþ1
iþ1;j � stþ1

i;j

Dx
; ð47Þ

with qi�1
2
,j
x,t+1, etc, defined analogously. Equation (42)

therefore becomes

Htþ1
i;j � Ht

i;j

Dt
¼
q
x;tþ1

iþ1
2
;j
� q

x;tþ1

i�1
2
;j

2Dx
þ
q
y;tþ1

i;jþ1
2

� q
y;tþ1

i;j�1
2

2Dy

þ
q
x;t

iþ1
2
;j
� q

x;t

i�1
2
;j

2Dx
þ
q
y;t

i;jþ1
2

� q
y;t

i;j�1
2

2Dy
þ bi;j � Si;j: ð48Þ

Figure 1. Relationship between discretized ice thick-
nesses, diffusivities, and mass fluxes. The symbols are
explained in the text.
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Collecting all Ht+1 terms of (48) on the LHS and moving all
other terms to the RHS we can rewrite (48) as

�ai;jH
tþ1
i�1;j � bi;jH

tþ1
iþ1;j � gi;jH

tþ1
i;j�1

� di;jHtþ1
i;jþ1 þ 1� �i;j

� �
Htþ1

i;j ¼ z i;j; ð49Þ

with the RHS

z i;j ¼ ai;jH
t
i�1;j þ bi;jH

t
iþ1;j þ gi;jH

t
i;j�1 þ di;jHt

i;jþ1 þ 1þ �i;j
� �

Ht
i;j

þ 2 ai;jhi�1;j þ bi;jhiþ1;j þ gi;jhi;j�1

�
þ di;jhi;jþ1 þ �i;jhi;j

�
þ bi;jDt � Si;jDt; ð50Þ

and the elements of the sparse matrix

ai;j ¼
~Dr�1;s þ ~Dr�1;s�1

4Dx2
Dt; ð51Þ

bi;j ¼
~Dr;s þ ~Dr;s�1

4Dx2
Dt; ð52Þ

gi;j ¼
~Dr;s�1 þ ~Dr�1;s�1

4Dy2
Dt; ð53Þ

di;j ¼
~Dr;s þ ~Dr�1;s

4Dy2
Dt; ð54Þ

�i;j ¼ � ai;j þ bi;j þ gi;j þ di;j
� �

: ð55Þ

The matrix equation (49) is solved using an iterative matrix
solver for nonsymmetric sparse matrices. The solver used
here is the biconjugate gradient method with incomplete LU
decomposition preconditioning provided by the SLAP
package [Seager, 1988].
[43] 3. The nonlinearity of equation (42) arises from the

dependence of D on s and H. A nonlinear scheme for (42)
can be formulated using Picard iteration, which consists of
two iterations: an outer, nonlinear and an inner, linear
equation. The scheme is started off with the diffusivity
from the previous time step, i.e.,

D 0ð Þ;tþ1 ¼ Dt: ð56Þ

For each time step, equation (48) is solved multiple times
with diffusivities recalculated from the previous iteration

D xð Þ;tþ1 ¼� 2 rigð Þnjrs x�1ð Þ;tþ1jn�1

�
Z s x�1ð Þ;tþ1

h

Z z

h

A s x�1ð Þ;tþ1 � z0
� �n

dz0dz:

The fluxes become (compare with equation (47))

q
x; xð Þ;tþ1

iþ1
2
;j

¼ � 1

2
~D xð Þ;tþ1
r;s þ ~D

xð Þ;tþ1
r;s�1

� � s xð Þ;tþ1
iþ1;j � s

xð Þ;tþ1
i;j

Dx
: ð57Þ

In these equations, the superscript in brackets (x) indicates
the iteration number. This procedure is repeated until the
maximum ice thickness residual is smaller than some
threshold, Hres

max H xþ1ð Þ;tþ1 � H xð Þ;tþ1
�� ��� �

< Hres; ð58Þ

or the maximum number of iterations is reached. The
default values of both quantities are given in Table 1.

2.9. Temperature Solver

[44] In the s coordinate system, equation (19), becomes

@T

@t0
¼ k

ricH2

@2T

@s2
� u � r̂T þ sg

c

@u

@s
� rsþ 1

H

@T

@s
w� wgrid

� �
:

ð59Þ

Horizontal diffusion is assumed to be negligible [Paterson,
1994]. The vertical diffusion and the vertical advection
terms (terms 1 and 4) are solved using finite differences for
non-equally-spaced nodes. The heat generation term (term
3) is evaluated using the previously found surface slopes
and flow factors. The horizontal advection term (term 2) is
found using an up-winding scheme [e.g., Press et al., 1992].
Terms arising from the transformation of the horizontal and
the time derivatives to the s coordinate system are
combined in the wgrid term, which can be thought of as
the vertical velocity of the grid

wgrid sð Þ ¼ @s

@t
þ u � rs� s

@H

@t
þ u � rH

� �
: ð60Þ

[45] Equation (59) is solved iteratively for each column of
ice: temperatures which are not in the column under
consideration (these arise from the horizontal advection
term) are taken from the previous iteration. The remaining
unknown temperatures of the column are discretized using
the time-implicit Crank-Nicolson method to form a tridiag-
onal matrix equation. After each iteration, temperatures are
constrained to be less than or equal to the pressure melting
temperature of ice. This scheme converges within a small
number of iterations (usually 2) and has the advantage of
being less complex than considering the full polythermal
problem [e.g., Greve, 1997].

3. Geothermal Heat Flux Model

[46] The value of the geothermal heat flux G may be
specified as a global constant or a spatially varying field
within Glimmer; this is common practice in ice sheet
modeling. However, a more realistic thermal bedrock model
based on the model developed by Ritz [1987] is also
supplied. This model takes the thermal evolution of the
uppermost bedrock layer into account. If the ice is frozen to
the ground, temperature perturbations penetrate the bedrock.
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This means that the heat flux across the basal boundary
depends on past temperature variations [Ritz, 1987].
[47] The heat equation for the bedrock layer in the same

coordinate system as equation (19) is given by the diffusion
equation

@T

@t
¼ krock

rrockcrock
r2T þ @2T

@z2

� �
; ð61Þ

where krock is the thermal conductivity, rrock the density and
crock the specific heat capacity of the bedrock layer.
[48] We assume that the bedrock temperature does not

vary outside the domain of investigation, i.e., the lateral
boundary conditions are given by

@T

@x

����
x¼0

¼ @T

@x

����
x¼Lx

¼ @T

@y

����
y¼0

¼ @T

@y

����
y¼Ly

¼ 0: ð62Þ

[49] At the ice/bedrock interface, three possibilities are
considered: (1) If the ice is frozen to the bedrock, the heat
flux of the rock layer has to be matched with the heat flux in
the basal ice layer, i.e.,

krock
@T

@z

����
z¼h�

¼ kice
@T

@z

����
z¼hþ

: ð63Þ

(2) If the basal ice temperature has reached the pressure
melting point of ice, excess heat is used to formulate a melt
rate similar to equation (24),

S ¼ 1

riL
kice

@T*

@z

����
z¼hþ

�krock
@T

@z

����
z¼h�

þtb � u hð Þ
� �

: ð64Þ

(3) The bedrock temperature is set to the surface
temperature if there is no ice present.
[50] Initial conditions for the temperature field T are

found by applying the geothermal heat flux G to an initial
surface temperature T0

T x; y; zð Þ ¼ T0 þ
G

krock
z: ð65Þ

This ensures that initially the geothermal heat flux
experienced by the ice sheet is equal to the regional heat
flux. The temperature at the base of the bedrock layer is
kept constant, i.e.,

T x; y;Hrockð Þ ¼ T0 þ
G

krock
Hrock: ð66Þ

[51] Glimmer solves equation (61) in the same way as
equation (59), in a vertically scaled coordinate system if
horizontal diffusion is neglected. If horizontal diffusion is
included, equation (61) is solved using the biconjugate
gradient method with incomplete LU decomposition pre-
conditioning.

4. Isostasy Model

[52] The Earth can be treated to a first approximation as a
thin elastic layer floating on top of a highly viscous

asthenosphere. Earth models can be differentiated by how
the two layers are treated [Le Meur and Huybrechts, 1996].
The lithosphere can be described as (1) local lithosphere,
where the flexural rigidity of the lithosphere is ignored (this
is equivalent to ice floating directly on the asthenosphere),
or (2) elastic lithosphere, where the flexural rigidity is taken
into account. The asthenosphere can be treated as (1) fluid
asthenosphere, where the mantle behaves like a nonviscous
fluid (isostatic equilibrium is reached instantaneously), or
(2) relaxing asthenosphere, where the flow within the
mantle is approximated by an exponentially decaying hy-
drostatic response function (that is, the mantle is treated as a
viscous half-space).
[53] Each of the three nontrivial models is described in

turn below. An earth model is formulated by combining one
of the lithosphere models with one of the mantle approx-
imations. Glimmer therefore implements four different
simple Earth models referred to as local lithosphere/fluid
asthenosphere (LLFA), local lithosphere/relaxing astheno-
sphere (LLRA), elastic lithosphere/fluid asthenosphere
(ELFA) and elastic lithosphere/relaxing asthenosphere
(ELRA).

4.1. Local Lithosphere

[54] Since there are no lithospheric effects, the equilibri-
um bedrock depression hd can be found from the ice
thickness H according to Archimedes’ Principle

hd ¼
ri
rast

H ; ð67Þ

where ri is the density of ice and rast is the effective density
of the asthenosphere (values given in Table 1).

4.2. Elastic Lithosphere

[55] The local lithosphere approximation can be im-
proved by introducing a thin elastic plate resting on the
asthenosphere. The additional elastic layer only affects the
geometry of the deformation.
[56] The downward deflection hd(r), due to a load q, of a

thin elastic plate with thickness HL and flexural rigidity D
floating on a nonviscous medium with density rast can be
written as [Lambeck and Nakiboglu, 1980; Le Meur and
Huybrechts, 1996]

Dr4hd þ rastghd ¼ q; ð68Þ

where r is the horizontal gradient operator and g is the
gravitational acceleration. The flexural rigidity in terms of
the Lamé parameters, l and m, and the plate thickness is
[Lambeck and Nakiboglu, 1980]

D ¼ m lþ mð ÞH3
L

3 lþ 2mð Þ : ð69Þ

[57] For a radially symmetric load of finite dimension
with boundary at r = B, with r being the radial dimension in
a polar coordinate system, the boundary conditions to the
4th-order differential equation (68) are [Lambeck and
Nakiboglu, 1980]: (1) hd and dhd/dr are finite at r = 0,
(2) hd and dhd/dr are continuous at r = B, (3) moments and
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shears are continuous at r = B, and (4) moments vanish at
infinity: hd and r�1/(dhd/dr) vanish at infinity.
[58] Solutions of (68) for a uniform disk load of density

ri, height H and radius A are, for r � A

hd rð Þ ¼ riH
rast

1þ C1Ber
r

Lr

� �
þ C2Bei

r

Lr

� �� �
; ð70Þ

and for r 
 A

hd rð Þ ¼ riH
rast

D1Ber
r

Lr

� �
þ D2Bei

r

Lr

� ��

þ D3Ker
r

Lr

� �
þ D4Kei

r

Lr

� ��
; ð71Þ

where the functions Ber(x), Bei(x), Ker(x) and Kei(x) are
zeroth-order Kelvin functions. Lr = (D/(rastg))

1/4 is the
radius of relative stiffness. The constants Ci and Di arise
from the boundary conditions and can be written as

C1 ¼ aKer0 að Þ;
C2 ¼ �aKei0 að Þ;
D1 ¼ 0;
D2 ¼ 0;
D3 ¼ aBer0 að Þ;
D4 ¼ �aBei0 að Þ;

ð72Þ

where a = A/Lr [Lambeck and Nakiboglu, 1980]. The prime

denotes first derivatives, i.e., f 0(a) =
df xð Þ
dx

jx=a.
[59] The load imposed on the lithosphere by a column

with a square base with edgesD x can be approximated by a
number of disk loads, provided the volume and thus the
mass is conserved. The maximum difference of a square
load with a volume of 3 km � 400 km2 approximated with
1 disk and 64 disks is about 5 cm or 0.0017% [Hagdorn,
2008]. The ice load with a rectilinear base is therefore
approximated using a single cylinder containing the same
volume of ice.

4.3. Relaxing Asthenosphere

[60] The simplest way to account for the time dependence
of the isostatic response is to estimate its characteristic time
constant tast and assume that the rate of response is
proportional to the difference between the loaded equilibrium,
h0 � hd, and the current profile, h, and inversely proportional
to the time constant [LeMeur andHuybrechts, 1996]. The rate
of isostatic adjustment is then

dh

dt
¼ � 1

tast
h� h0 þ hdð Þ: ð73Þ

In glaciated regions, the present-day depression of the
topography is assumed to be in equilibrium with the ice
load, allowing the equilibrium unloaded topography to be
calculated. In ice-free regions, the present-day topography is
assumed to be the equilibrium unloaded topography.
However, these assumptions are crude estimates because
isostatic adjustment time scales are so long: glacial rebound
is still ongoing in many formerly glaciated regions, e.g.,
present uplift rates over the Gulf of Bothnia are about
12 mm a�1 [Milne et al., 2001]. Note that equation (73)

does not take into account contributions from changes in sea
level, although the method could be adapted to do so.

5. Software Design Considerations

5.1. Standards Compliance

[61] In implementing Glimmer, adherence to widely used
standards has been a priority, in order to aid the widespread
use of the model. The most significant such standards
concern the code itself, and the form of the model data input
and output. Consequently, all model code inGlimmer adheres
to the FORTRAN 95 standard (explained by Metcalf and
Reid [1999]). Compiler- and platform-dependent features are
not used. The model uses the NetCDF file format [Rew and
Davis, 1990], and adheres to the Climate and Forecast
metadata standard 1.0 (CF: http://www.cfconventions.org/)
for all input and output files.

5.2. Multiple Instances

[62] Two of the most important characteristics of ice
sheets are that they are regional features, and that they are
affected by processes that occur on small spatial scales, such
as marginal ablation. These properties lead naturally to the
formulation of ice sheet models on regional rather than
global grids, since they offer the high-resolution coverage
needed, without the computational cost that would other-
wise be incurred. This is the approach adopted by most such
models [e.g., Huybrechts, 1986; Huybrechts et al., 1996],
and is that taken by Glimmer as well.
[63] When only a single region is being modeled (for

instance, Greenland or Antarctica), the regional high-
resolution approach is not a limitation, but where more than
one ice sheet is of interest, especially as part of a coupled
climate–ice sheet system, the regional formulation of the
ice model can be problematic. The reason for this is that
most model codes only allow one copy of each model field
array to be held at a time: either Greenland or Antarctica can
be modeled, but not both. Historically, FORTRAN, which is
the most common language for scientific computing, has not
allowed the wholesale duplication of a model’s variables
and arrays in a simple fashion. One approach to this
difficulty is to use a global domain for the ice sheet model
[e.g., Pollard and Thompson, 1997], but this is computa-
tionally wasteful. Alternatively, an extra dimension could be
added to all model arrays, an ice sheet index, but this is
complex to implement, and requires that each ice sheet
domain have the same number of grid points in a given
direction.
[64] Glimmer makes use of derived types, a feature of

more recent FORTRAN standards (FORTRAN 90 and 95,
abbreviated to f90/95), to overcome this difficulty. Derived
types are a way of packaging a collection of variables and
arrays to form a new data type, similar to a class or structure
in some other languages. Derived types may be nested
within one another, and arrays of a derived type may be
declared. In Glimmer, all the model field arrays and other
data necessary for the calculation are contained in a set of
nested derived types. Only the most universal data (some
constants and scaling parameters) are contained in f90/95
modules (similar to COMMON blocks in previous versions
of FORTRAN). In addition, all Glimmer model subroutines
are stateless (they do not retain any data from one call to the
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next) because all data are contained in derived types, and
passed in through the parameter list.
[65] Since all necessary data are described in the defini-

tions of the relevant derived types, any number of instances
of these derived types may be declared, corresponding to an
arbitrary number of ice sheet models. Integrating an ice
sheet model forward one time step is then accomplished by
passing the relevant instance of the model variable type to
the appropriate subroutine. For convenience, an array of ice
sheet models may be declared, and stepped forward in turn
using a do loop.

5.3. Automatic Restart Code

[66] When doing long model integrations, and especially
when using time-shared high-performance computing
resources, it is convenient to be able to dump the complete
state of a model to file at a given point. The model run may
then be restarted from the same point at a later date. While
many numerical models of the atmosphere and other climate
system components include such a capability, it is time
consuming to write and maintain code to handle restarts.
Every time a variable or array is changed in the model, the
restart code needs to be updated as well. In a complex
model such as Glimmer, the need to maintain consistency
between the restart code and the rest of the model provides
too many opportunities for coding errors, and increases the
personnel resources needed to maintain the model as new
features are added.
[67] To overcome this difficulty, an automatic method for

generating restart code is included in Glimmer. A program
that parses f90/95 code (i.e., analyzes its structure and
interprets the meaning of each element of the code) has
been implemented in the object-orientated language Python.
This is applied to each of the Glimmer source files in turn.
For each module variable or derived type, a set of sub-

routines is generated to read and write the model data to a
NetCDF-format file. Nested derived types and pointer
arrays are all handled automatically, and the resulting code
allows the model state to be written to file using a single
subroutine call. Furthermore, because the restart file con-
forms to the NetCDF standard, it can be viewed with a
range of widely available software, which is useful for
debugging and analysis.

6. Coupling to the Global Climate: GLINT
Module

[68] The interaction between ice sheets and the global
climate is of great importance and interest. It is of contem-
porary importance in respect of climate change, and the
possible future sea level rise attributed to the melting of ice
sheets; in addition, the feedbacks between ice sheets and the
climate system have also been implicated in longer-term
glacial cycles [see, e.g., Vettoretti and Peltier, 2004]. The
need to couple ice sheet models to climate models is the
natural result of this.
[69] As noted in section 1.2 above, Glimmer has a

modular structure which is designed to allow the climatic
forcing to be specified flexibly, through the use of different
climate drivers. The simplest such drivers are of the type
used for the benchmarking experiments described in section
7 below. To simulate the evolution of an ice sheet within the
global climate system requires a much more complex
climate driver, one that can process the output from the
other model components into a form appropriate for the ice
sheet, as well as returning relevant fields from the ice sheet
to the atmosphere. The central difficulty is that the temporal
and spatial scales relevant to atmospheric evolution (hours
and hundreds of km) are markedly different from those
important for the ice sheet (decades and tens of km). The
Glimmer Interface (GLINT) coupling module, provided as
part of Glimmer, addresses this problem.

6.1. Design and Structure

[70] GLINT was developed as part of the GENIE Earth
System model [Lenton et al., 2007], to enable interactive
coupling between Glimmer and the other components of the
model; however, the design of GLINT is intended to make it
straightforward to use with other climate models, or with
‘‘off-line’’ sources of global climate data such as reanalysis
data sets.
[71] Figure 2 shows the general structure of GLINT as it

relates to the core ice model (GLIDE) and to the global
forcing data. Instantaneous surface air temperature and
precipitation data is available at intervals DtG (the global
time step), which is either the climate model time step or the
data interval, depending on whether GLINT is coupled
interactively to a climate model or is being forced off-line
with data. These are passed to the top level GLINT code at
intervals of DtF (the forcing time step), which may be
greater than or equal to DtG.
[72] The main GLINT code accumulates the input fields

over the length of the mass balance time step (DtM), and
then transforms the data onto the ice sheet model grid. The
mass balance calculations are finally accumulated over the
length of the GLIDE time step (DtI), before being passed to
the ice sheet model. Fractional ice and snow cover, albedo,

Figure 2. Structure of GLINT (shaded) in relation to
GLIDE and global forcing data. Information flow is
indicated by arrows. Dotted lines denote an additional
GLIDE instance and associated mass balance model; an
arbitrary number of these may be configured. Four time
steps are used, such that DtG � DtF � DtM � DtI; these are
explained in the text.
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and surface topographic elevation are passed back from
GLIDE and transformed onto the global grid to be supplied
back to the global model if necessary. In addition, the
domain-integrated input and output water fluxes are avail-
able to the global model at each ice sheet time step.
[73] As Figure 2 indicates, an arbitrary number of ice

sheet model instances may be coupled to a global climate
model using GLINT. The coordination of the separate
instances is handled automatically by GLINT.

6.2. Spatial Transformation of Data

[74] GLINT assumes that the global climate model or
reanalysis data is defined on a latitude-longitude grid (the
‘‘Global’’ grid), which may have uneven spacing in latitude
(to allow for Gaussian/spectral grids). However, the ice
sheet model is defined on a rectangular Cartesian grid (x-y,
termed the ‘‘Local’’ grid). For the purposes of GLINT
coupling, a map projection is defined for the Glimmer grid,
as this is used to transform data from one grid to the other. A
key component of GLINT performs this transformation.
6.2.1. Spatial Transformation: Global to Local
[75] In transforming forcing data from the global grid to

the local grid, the conservation of mass and energy between
the two grids is of particular importance. Two things make
this a nontrivial problem: first, the two grids are not
generally aligned with one another, and their relative angle
and resolution varies spatially. Second, because of numer-
ical stability considerations, Glimmer requires input fields
that vary smoothly over the ice sheet domain.
[76] Because the two grids are not coincident, and to

obtain a smooth field, data from the global grid needs to be
interpolated onto the ice sheet grid. Nevertheless, this raises
difficulties because the data on the global grid are generally
considered to represent the mean value for each grid box,
rather than point values: it is debatable whether this is an
appropriate assumption for finite difference models, but it
remains the most practical and widely used interpretation.
For many interpolation schemes (for example, bilinear
interpolation), it is not necessarily true that the integral of
a given field on the ice sheet grid will equal the integral over
the same region on the global grid.
[77] To overcome this problem, it is necessary to use an

interpolation scheme which preserves the mean of the
global grid box on the Glimmer grid, while still delivering
a smooth field to Glimmer. The method used is an adaption
of bilinear interpolation and is termed ‘‘mean-preserving
interpolation’’; it fulfills the need to conserve quantities
when transforming them onto the Glimmer grid.
[78] The data on the global latitude-longitude grid are

denoted {hkl}, where (k, l) is the index of a single grid point.
Mean-preserving interpolation works by calculating a new
set of gridded data {h0kl} which may then be bilinearly
interpolated to an arbitrary intermediate point h0qf. Here, (q,
f) denotes the position in the global spherical coordinate
system. To ensure that the mean of the interpolated field
over the global grid box is the same as the value of hkl at
that point, the following constraint is applied

Zqkþ1
2

q
k�1

2

Zflþ1
2

f
l�1

2

h0qf cosf dqdf ¼ hkl

Zqkþ1
2

q
k�1

2

Zflþ1
2

f
l�1

2

cosf dqdf: ð74Þ

Because h0qf can be expressed as a linear combination of the
nearest four points in the interpolant field {h0kl} (by bilinear
interpolation), the integrals in (74) can be evaluated
analytically, which yields a sparse matrix equation giving
{h0kl} in terms of {hkl}. This is solved using the SLAP
Library also employed elsewhere in the model [Seager,
1988]. Because the geometry of the problem does not
change as the model run progresses, the elements of the
sparse matrix only need to be calculated at the beginning of
the integration.
6.2.2. Spatial Transformation: Local to Global
[79] Transformation of data from the ice sheet model grid

to the global grid is accomplished by areal averaging, such
that the value on the global grid is the mean of the points
contained within it on the ice sheet model grid

hkl ¼
X

hij; ð75Þ

where the sum is made over the points on the Glimmer
grid {xij, yij} which are contained within the global grid
box (k, l).
[80] This method is only approximately conservative,

although its conservation properties improve as the number
of Glimmer grid points contained in each global grid box
increases. The lack of strict conservation in this method is
caused by the nontrivial intersection between the two grids.
Some Glimmer grid boxes intersect with more than one
global grid box, but calculating the exact partitioning
between these is complex. Strict conservation is not essen-
tial in the transformation of quantities such as topographic
elevation and albedo from the ice sheet to the global
model, so the areal averaging scheme used is considered
adequate for this task. If a more realistic surface model
were to be added to GLINT, such that mass and energy
fluxes (e.g., evaporation) were being returned to the global
model, a strictly conservative aggregation model would be
necessary.

6.3. Mass Balance Schemes

[81] Two mass balance models are implemented within
GLINT, both of which are based on the positive degree day
(PDD) method. One model calculates an annual mass
balance, while the other does so on a daily basis; they are
described in the following sections. The principle of the
PDD approach is that the energy available for melt is
proportional to the time integral of temperature above
0�C, so that

Melt ¼ a
Z t1

t0

max Ta; 0ð Þ ¼ aDpdt: ð76Þ

The constant a is known as the ‘‘PDD factor,’’ and Dp is the
number of positive degree days in the given period. In both
models described here, different PDD factors are used for
snow (as) and ice (ai), to account for the differences in
albedo between the two materials. The default values of the
parameters used in both models are given in Table 2.
6.3.1. Annual PDD Model
[82] The annual PDD scheme is an implementation of the

model described by Reeh [1991]. It is based on the
assumption that the annual cycle of temperature Ta(t) at
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each grid point is sinusoidal, with an additional random
variation to account for diurnal and other fluctuations

Ta tð Þ ¼ Ta �DTa cos
2pt
A

� �
þ R 0; sTð Þ; ð77Þ

where Ta is the mean annual air temperature, DTa is the
annual air temperature half range, A is the period of a year,
and R(0, sT) is a random fluctuation drawn from a normal
distribution with mean 0�C and standard deviation sT.
[83] The number of positive degree days in a year for this

temperature series is given by

Dp ¼
1

sT

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
ZA
0

Z1
0

Ta exp
� Ta � Ta
� �2

2s2
T

 !
dTdt: ð78Þ

In practice, the inner integral (dT) is evaluated between 0 and
Ta + 2.5sT . For computational efficiency, (78) is evaluated
using Romberg integration [Bauer, 1961] for a range of
values of Ta andDTawhen the model is initialized, and these
values are stored in a look-up table. The final value of Dp is
determined using bilinear interpolation from the four entries
in the table nearest to the actual values of Ta and DTa.
[84] Because different PDD factors are used for ice and

snow, it is necessary to include a simple representation of
meltwater refreezing within the firn layer, again following
the method of Reeh [1991]. In this model, the firn layer is
assumed to compact to ice in the course of the year, which
means there is no need to keep track of firn properties from
year to year.
[85] In this model, all precipitation is assumed to fall as

snow. The starting point for the firn model is therefore a
depth of snow equal to the annual precipitation P, which is
conventionally given as a water-equivalent depth. Applying
(76), the potential snow melt âs = asDp. Here, and in the
following discussion, the hat indicates a snow or ice thick-
ness given as a water-equivalent depth. The capacity of the
snowpack to hold meltwater by refreezing b̂0 is given by

b̂0 ¼ wmaxP; ð79Þ

where wmax is a parameter. The potential amount of snow
ablation is compared with the ability of the snow layer to
absorb the melt. Three cases are possible. First, all
snowmelt is held within the snowpack and no runoff occurs
(â = 0). Second, the ability of the snowpack to hold

meltwater is exceeded but the potential snow ablation is still
less than the total amount of precipitation so that â = âs �
b̂0. Finally, the potential snowmelt is greater than the
precipitation (amount of snow available), so that ice melt
(âi) has to be considered as well. In this final case, the total
ablation is the sum of snowmelt (total precipitation minus
meltwater held in refreezing) and ice melt (calculated by
deducting from the total number of degree days the number
of degree days needed to melt all snowfall, converted to an
amount of ice melt)

â ¼ âs þ âi ¼ P � b̂0 þ ai Dp �
P

as

� �
: ð80Þ

This leaves the total annual ablation â; the total net mass
balance is given by the difference between the total annual
precipitation and the total annual ablation.
6.3.2. Daily PDD Model
[86] The daily PDD model is based on the same princi-

ples as the annual scheme, except that the diurnal variations
are resolved explicitly. A significant advantage of this
model over the annual PDD model is that the seasonal
cycle of snow depth can be simulated. In this model, the
mass balance is calculated each day, and a simple firn model
is used to keep track of the variations in the amount of snow
and superimposed ice.
[87] The diurnal variation Td(t) is assumed to be sinusoi-

dal, so that

Td tð Þ ¼ Td �DTd cos
2pt
td

� �
; ð81Þ

where td is the length of a day. This means that the number
of positive degree days Dp for a single day is given by

Dp ¼
Z td

0

max Td �DTd cos
2pt
td

� �
; 0

� �
dt: ð82Þ

This integral may be evaluated analytically to give

Dp ¼
Td if Td �DTd

� �

 0

0 if Td þDTd
� �

< 0
1
p Td p� q0ð Þ þDTd sin q0
� �

otherwise

8<
: ;

ð83Þ

where q0 = cos�1(Td/D T), the time at which Td = 0.

Table 2. List of Parameters Used in the Two PDD Models and Their Default Valuesa

Symbol Description Value Units

as PDD factor for snow 0.003 m water d�1 �C�1

ai PDD factor for ice 0.008 m water d�1 �C�1

sT standard deviation of temperature fluctuations 5.0 �C
wmax fraction of snowfall that can refreeze 0.6
TR temperature threshold for partitioning precipitation into rain and snow 1.0 �C
rs density of fresh snow 300 kg m�3

bF density of firn-ice boundary as a fraction of the 0.872
density of ice ri

C exponential factor in snow density profile 0.0165 m�1

lfirn time scale for firn compaction 10 years
aNote that not all parameters are used in both models, but those that are have the same default values in each case.
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[88] Precipitation is partitioned into rain and snowfall
depending on a temperature threshold TR, with precipitation
falling as rain when Td > TR, and as snow otherwise. This
leads to

PR ¼

P if Td �DT
� �

> TR
0 if Td þDT

� �
< TR

P 1� 1
p cos�1 Td�TRð Þ

DT

� �� �
otherwise

8>><
>>: ; ð84Þ

with P = PS + PR, and PR and PS being the quantities of rain
and snow, respectively. As with the annual PDD model,
precipitation is given as a water-equivalent depth in these
calculations, and different PDD factors are used for snow
and ice: as and ai, respectively.
[89] The values of Dp, PR and PS are used to drive a simple

model of firn evolution and snow densification. The firn
model is based on the same methods used in the annual PDD
model. In the following description, the water-equivalent
depths of snow and superimposed ice at the beginning of the
day are denoted ĥs,n and ĥi,n, respectively. The subscript n
denotes the value at the start of the time step, and the hats
denote water-equivalent depths. The depths of snow and
superimposed ice are together taken as the depth of the firn
layer: ĥn = ĥs,n + ĥi,n. As with the annual PDD model, it is
assumed that runoff will occur only when superimposed ice
comprises greater than a prescribed fraction wmax of the total
firn depth, because of the fact that meltwater will first
percolate into the firn layer. The runoff threshold b̂0 is
given by

b̂0 ¼ wmax P þ ĥn

� �
: ð85Þ

It is assumed that liquid precipitation PR freezes as
superimposed ice, and that snowmelt refreezes as super-
imposed ice while ĥn � b̂0.
[90] As before, the potential ablation of snow is given by

âs ¼ asDp: ð86Þ

[91] If there is insufficient snowmelt for runoff to occur
(when âs + ĥi,n + PR � b̂0), then the new values for snow
and superimposed ice depth are as follows

ĥs;nþ1 ¼ ĥs;n þ PS � âs; ð87Þ

ĥi;nþ1 ¼ ĥi;n þ PR þ âs: ð88Þ

[92] If this limit is exceeded, the level of superimposed
ice is topped up to the level of b̂0, and the amount of snow
to be ablated is reduced accordingly

âs ¼ asDp � b̂0 � ĥi;n

� �
: ð89Þ

[93] There will not always be sufficient snow available to
realize the potential ablation (i.e., if âs > ĥs,n); in this case,
the potential ablation remaining after all the snow has been
melted is converted to potential ablation of ice

âi ¼
ai

as

âs � ĥs;n

� �
; ð90Þ

ĥs;nþ1 ¼ 0: ð91Þ

This potential ablation is subtracted from the amount of
superimposed ice, which generates runoff. If the potential
ablation of ice is greater than the amount of super-
imposed ice, the residual is ablated from glacial ice, also
as runoff.
6.3.3. Snow Densification Model
[94] By itself, the daily PDD model provides no mecha-

nism for the conversion of firn into glacial ice by densifi-
cation, meaning that the modeled firn depth will be equal to
the net mass balance since the beginning of the run. This is
clearly unreasonable over long time periods, and so the
conversion of firn into glacial ice is parameterized within
the model. The physical processes involved in this conver-
sion are complex, and depend on the local climate. How-
ever, they may be broadly represented by two mechanisms:
the refreezing of melt to form superimposed ice, and the
pressure compaction of snow (known as sintering). The first
of these is represented in the PDD scheme, so it is the
second which is addressed here.
[95] Because firn is only represented in the daily PDD

model by a single homogeneous layer (ĥ = ĥs + ĥi), no
information is held regarding either the age or the density of
the material. Thus, while the process we are trying to
parameterize is strictly firn densification, it will be repre-
sented by a time-dependent reduction in ĥs and ĥi.
[96] Paterson [1994] gives an empirical relationship

between density r and depth zd in an ice mass, being an
exponential approach toward the density of ice ri

r ¼ ri � ri � rsð Þ exp �Czdð Þ; ð92Þ

with rs being the density of snow at the surface (i.e., freshly
fallen snow), and C is a parameter, determined from field
measurements.
[97] To model the densification of snow in our single-

layer model, we make a number of assumptions: (1) The
equilibrium density profile of the snow in the firn layer is
given by (92), (2) the superimposed ice has constant
density ri, (3) the relative volume fractions of ice and
snow are the same throughout the firn layer, and (4) the
boundary between firn and glacial ice occurs when the
density of the firn is some fraction bF of the density of
ice ri.
[98] The aim is to determine the equilibrium depth of the

firn layer (as a water-equivalent depth), given a particular
composition of snow and superimposed ice. The actual
depth in the model is then relaxed toward this value
according to a given time constant.
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[99] The total amount of firn in the layer is ĥs + ĥi, so that
the relative fractions of snow (bs) and superimposed ice (bi)
in the layer are as follows

bs ¼
ĥs

ĥs þ ĥi
; ð93Þ

bi ¼
ĥi

ĥs þ ĥi
: ð94Þ

The density profile rF of the combined firn layer is a
weighted mean of the densities of the snow and ice
separately

rF ¼ ri � bs ri � rsð Þ exp �Czdð Þ: ð95Þ

The transformation from actual depth zd to water-equivalent
depth ẑd is achieved using

dẑd ¼
rF
rw

dzd ; ð96Þ

where rw is the density of water. By applying (96) to (95),
and integrating between 0 and a given depth, we find that

ẑd ¼
1

rw
rizd þ

bs ri � rsð Þ
C

exp �Czdð Þ � 1ð Þ
� �

: ð97Þ

Rearranging (95) gives

zd ¼
1

C
ln

bs ri � rsð Þ
ri � rF

� �
; ð98Þ

which can be combined with (97) to give ẑd in terms of rF

ẑd ¼
1

Crw
ri ln

bs ri � rsð Þ
ri � rF

� �
þ biri þ bsrs � rF

� �
: ð99Þ

The boundary of firn and ice is the point where rF = bFri,
and so the equilibrium thickness of the firn layer as a water
equivalent depth (̂zd0) is given by

ẑd0 ¼
1

Crw
ri ln

bs ri � rsð Þ
ri 1� bFð Þ

� �
þ bi � bFð Þri þ bsrs

� �
: ð100Þ

Having determined the equilibrium depth of firn for given
relative fractions of snow and ice, the two component
depths are relaxed toward it, such that their respective
fractions of the firn layer remain constant

dĥi

dt
¼ biẑd0 � ĥi

lfirn

; ð101Þ

dĥs

dt
¼ bsẑd0 � ĥs

lfirn

; ð102Þ

for ẑd > ẑd0, with dĥ/dt = 0 otherwise. The time scale for firn
densification lfirn is a tunable parameter.

[100] Paterson [1994] provides values of C and other data
for six sites in Greenland and Antarctica. Of these, the data
for Dome C are most likely to represent a column of dry
snow with an equilibrium density profile, since it is by far
the coldest site of those given, and also has the lowest
annual accumulation. For Dome C, Paterson [1994] has C =
0.0165 m�1, based on Alley et al. [1982]. This is signifi-
cantly smaller than for the other sites, whose values range
between 0.0235 m�1 and 0.0314 m�1. This difference could
be interpreted as supporting the view that Dome C most
resembles the pure snow column, since it is reasonable to
expect density to increase more quickly with depth in the
presence of superimposed ice. Together with the depth of
the firn-ice boundary (100 m) given by Paterson [1994], it
can be inferred from this value, using (92), that bF = 0.872.
Other constants in (100) are well known; all these are given
in Table 2.
6.3.4. Forcing Field Downscaling
[101] As explained, the spatial scales that are important in

ice sheet modeling are smaller than those represented in
climate models. Ice sheet mass balance depends on the sum
of surface processes of accumulation and ablation that vary
substantially over short distances, because of differences in
the local climate. The global climate forcing supplied to
GLINT will most frequently not have high enough resolu-
tion to capture these variations, and it is advantageous to
apply some kind of ‘‘downscaling’’ process after it has been
transformed onto the Glimmer grid.
[102] The downscaling of temperature is commonly

achieved by a correction to account for difference in altitude
between the low-resolution topography of the climate model
(sG) and the high-resolution topography of the ice sheet
model [e.g., Pollard and Thompson, 1997]. The correction
factor is the vertical lapse rate LG, which yields the
corrected temperature T0a

T 0
a ¼ Ta þ LG sG � sð Þ: ð103Þ

The default value of LG is given in Table 1. Precipitation
downscaling is more problematic, and is not implemented in
GLINT: the interpolated large-scale precipitation field is
used instead.
6.3.5. Temporal Analysis of Temperature Data
[103] Both the daily and annual PDD models of mass

balance take as input the mean and half-range of the surface
air temperature over their respective time steps. In both
cases, what is needed is the half-range of a sine wave fitted
through the input data. This is particularly true for the
annual model, where the diurnal and other variability is
accounted for in the stochastic term.
[104] Typically, the global climate data used to drive

GLINT is available at 6-hourly intervals or more frequently.
The most efficient way to fit a sine wave through this data is
by evaluating the first nonzero frequency term in a Fourier
series representation of the data

DTa ¼
2

N

XN�1

k¼0

Tk exp i
2pk
N

� ������
�����; ð104Þ

where N is the number of time slices per mass balance time
step, Tk is the value of the temperature at time tk, and, in
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(104) only, i =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
. For this to be possible, N must be

even. Because N is known at the outset of the run, the
exponential terms in (104) may be calculated beforehand.

7. Model Benchmarks

[105] Glimmer is a complex numerical model, and, as
such, it is necessary to verify it against benchmark solutions
in order to have confidence in its output. This section
describes the testing of Glimmer against the EISMINT
benchmarks [Huybrechts et al., 1996; Payne et al., 2000],
referred to as EISMINT-1 and EISMINT-2, respectively,
and against the analytical solutions for isothermal ice sheets
prepared by Bueler et al. [2005]. All these benchmarks are
formulated on idealized rectangular domains.
[106] The tests used are the best available for ice sheet

models; nevertheless, it should be noted that they do not test
every part of the model described in the preceding sections.

7.1. EISMINT-1 Benchmarks

[107] The intercomparison experiments of EISMINT-1
focus on the mechanical part of the model. Calculated
temperatures are used as a diagnostic tool and are not
coupled to ice flow, so that the flow law parameter A in
equation (5) is taken to be a temperature-independent
constant. Two different geometries are specified: fixed
margin and moving margin. Different mass balance profiles
are used to ensure that the margin of the ice sheet is at the
edge of the domain in the former, but free to move within
the domain in the latter. The reader is referred to Huybrechts
et al. [1996] for a comprehensive description of the bench-
mark tests.
[108] The EISMINT-1 specification includes both steady

state and time-dependent tests. The steady state experiment
is referred to as ‘‘A.’’ The time-dependent tests have
sinusoidally varying forcing, with a period of either 20 ka
(B) or 40 ka (C).
[109] The final thicknesses at the ice divide simulated by

Glimmer are shown in Table 3 for each numerical scheme
(ADI, Linear, Nonlinear); the published results from
Huybrechts et al. [1996] are also given. In all cases, the

thicknesses simulated by Glimmer are greater than the mean
values given in Huybrechts et al. [1996]. For the moving
margin experiments, they lie within one standard deviation
of the EISMINT mean, but, for the fixed margin experi-
ments, they do not.
[110] Huybrechts et al. [1996] distinguish between two

methods of discretizing the continuity equation (42), which
they term type I and type II, and the results for the two
groups of models separately are also given in Table 3. It
might be expected that thicknesses calculated by Glimmer
would closely match the results from one or other of these
groups, but it can be seen from Table 3 that this is not the
case. All the Glimmer results are closest to those for models
of type I, but only a few lie within one standard deviation of
the EISMINT-1 mean for that group. The reason for this is
that the discretization used in Glimmer, although closer to
type I than type II, is not strictly the same as either. This can
be seen by comparing Huybrechts et al. [1996] with the
model descriptions and results given in Hindmarsh and
Payne [1996]. The latter paper gives three discretizations,
termed methods 1, 2 and 3. Methods 2 and 3 correspond to
EISMINT-1 types I and II, respectively, whereas Glimmer
implements method 1. In their analysis, Hindmarsh and
Payne [1996] concentrate on methods 2 and 3; the results
from method 1 are expected to be more similar to method 2
than to method 3 because the size of the computational
molecule is the same, despite there being more spatial
averaging present in method 1 than in method 2.
[111] In the light of this, and in the absence of any

published results for the EISMINT-1 experiments generated
by a method 1 model, it is reasonable to conclude that the
small differences between the Glimmer results and the
published EISMINT-1 results are unlikely to be significant.
As noted, the method 1 and method 2 discretizations are
similar; particularly, the numerical diffusion they produce
should be reasonably comparable, and consequently the
thicknesses they produce should be similar, even if they
are not identical.
[112] It should also be noted that the three numerical

schemes implemented in Glimmer (ADI, Linear semi-

Table 3. Ice Divide Thicknesses Simulated by Glimmer, Compared With EISMINT-1 Results Reported by Huybrechts et al. [1996]a

Experiment

EISMINT-1 Glimmer

All Type I Type II ADI Linear Nonlinear

Fixed margin A 3384.4 ± 39.4 3419.9 ± 1.7 3342.6 ± 0.4 3427.44 3424.70 3424.70
Fixed margin B 3230.1 ± 34.8 3264.8 ± 5.6 3195.3 ± 2.6 3272.04 3269.33 3269.12
Fixed margin C 3306.6 ± 35.9 3341.7 ± 3.9 3271.4 ± 3.2 3350.31 3347.44 3347.19
Moving margin A 2978.0 ± 19.3 2997.5 ± 7.4 2958.9 ± 1.3 2992.19 2989.17 2989.17
Moving margin B 2794.2 ± 20.0 2813.5 ± 2.0 2775.7 ± 10.6 2810.63 2807.58 2807.36
Moving margin C 2859.2 ± 19.2 2872.5 ± 6.8 2846.0 ± 18.6 2876.77 2874.05 2873.79

aDifferent experiment labels refer to steady state forcing (A) and sinusoidal forcing with period 20 ka (B) or 40 ka (C). Unit is m.

Table 4. Ice Divide Basal Temperatures Simulated by Glimmer, Compared With EISMINT-1 Results Reported by Huybrechts et al.

[1996]a

Experiment

EISMINT-1 Glimmer

All Type I Type II ADI Linear Nonlinear

Fixed margin A �8.97 ± 0.71 �8.84 ± 1.04 �9.04 ± 0.67 �8.93 �9.67 �9.67
Moving margin A �13.34 ± 0.56 �13.43 ± 0.75 �13.29 ± 0.48 �13.41 �13.92 �13.92

aOnly steady state experiment A shown. Unit is �C.
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implicit, nonlinear) give results which are very close to one
another. The differences between the three schemes are
comparable to or smaller than the standard deviations of
the type I model results given by Huybrechts et al. [1996].
This is further evidence that the equations in the model are
being solved correctly, as the code used for the ADI scheme
is substantially independent from that used for the linear and
nonlinear semi-implicit schemes.
[113] Diagnostic basal temperatures at the ice divide for

the steady state experiments compare well with those given
by Huybrechts et al. [1996], and are shown in Table 4.
Differences between the Glimmer results and those pub-
lished by Huybrechts et al. [1996] are most likely to be due
to differences in the ice thickness already discussed. A
thicker ice sheet should yield a colder basal temperature,
and this is the case here.
[114] As noted in section 2.7, there are circumstances

where the vertical velocity does not match that determined
by the kinematic upper boundary condition (15). This is
illustrated by Figure 3, which shows a slice through the
vertical velocities at the ice surface for the EISMINT-1

steady state moving margin experiment, compared with the
vertical velocity obtained from the upper kinematic bound-
ary condition. The slice shown is through the center of the
domain: the vertical velocity obtained from (40) displays a
spike at the exact center of the ice sheet, where none is
present in the velocity obtained from the kinematic bound-
ary condition. The reason for this difference is that the
horizontal velocity is axially symmetric around this point.
Because the horizontal velocity is calculated on the stag-
gered (r, s) grid, the velocities used in the evaluation of (40)
have directions which point NE, NW, SE and SW. However,
to calculate the value of r̂ � u in (40), they are interpolated
onto points lying directly north, east, south and west of the
central point, so that

@u

@x

����
i;j

¼
uiþ1

2
;jþ1

2
þ uiþ1

2
;j�1

2

� �
� ui�1

2
;jþ1

2
þ ui�1

2
;j�1

2

� �
2Dx

; ð105Þ

with an equivalent expression for @v/@y.

Table 5. Brief Summary of EISMINT-2 Experiments Used in This

Papera

Experiment Comment Initial Condition

A initial thermomechanical coupling run zero ice
B stepped 5 K air temperature warming experiment A
C stepped change in accumulation rate experiment A
D stepped change in equilibrium

line altitude
experiment A

G basal slip throughout zero ice
H basal slip only where basal ice is at

melting point
zero ice

aDescriptions taken from Payne et al. [2000].

Table 6. Comparison Between EISMINT-2 Benchmarks and

Glimmer Results: Ice Volume at End of Runa

EISMINT-2 Glimmer

A 2.128 ± 0.051 2.112
B �2.589 ± 0.366% �2.079%
C �28.505 ± 0.369% �29.154%
D �12.085 ± 0.324% �12.166%
G 1.520 ± 0.014 1.519
H 1.900 ± 0.136 1.801

aUnits are 106 km3, except in experiments B, C, and D, where the result
is expressed as a percentage difference from experiment A. Bold entries are
those where the measured values fall outside one standard deviation of the
reference measurements.

Figure 3. Vertical ice surface velocities of the moving margin EISMINT-1 experiment. The dashed line
shows the uncorrected velocities; the dotted line shows the corrected velocities. The solid line shows the
vertical velocity obtained from the upper kinematic boundary condition.
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[115] As a consequence, the value of r̂ � u is a factor offfiffiffi
2

p
less than the correct value, which results in the vertical

velocity at this point being incorrect by approximately the
same factor. Constraining the vertical velocity to obey the
upper kinematic boundary condition alleviates this problem
(equation (41)). Note that this type of error is limited to
places where there are large changes in the direction of flow
over small horizontal distances, and it is unusual in numer-
ical terms because it does not disappear as the spatial
resolution is increased.

7.2. EISMINT-2 Benchmarks

[116] The EISMINT-2 model intercomparison [Payne et
al., 2000] concerns itself with thermomechanically coupled
shallow ice models, as distinct from the uncoupled models
which are the subject of EISMINT-1. Twelve experiments
(A–L) are specified, of which six (A–D, G and H) are
considered here. The main characteristics of each experi-
ment are summarized in Table 5. Again, the reader is
referred to Payne et al. [2000] for a full description of
these tests.
[117] Tables 6–10 compare the output from Glimmer with

the results published by Payne et al. [2000], for the five
specified quantities (ice volume, ice area, fraction of base at
or below melting point, ice thickness at the divide, and basal
temperature at the divide). For comparability with the
EISMINT-1 benchmarks, we have calculated the standard
deviation of each benchmark from the data given by Payne
et al. [2000], rather than use the total range. We have also
discarded the results from model U in experiment G, which
Payne et al. [2000] note is an outlier. Note also that in the
case of experiments B, C and D, the quantities are given as
differences compared to experiment A.
[118] The results from Glimmer mostly fall within one

standard deviation of the mean values given by Payne et al.
[2000]; those that do not are highlighted in bold in Tables

6–10. Identifying the reasons for the differences between
the Glimmer results and those given by Payne et al. [2000]
is difficult. Unlike Huybrechts et al. [1996] (EISMINT-1),
the models evaluated by Payne et al. [2000] are not
categorized by their horizontal discretization method (type
I and type II). In addition, thermomechanical coupling
introduces feedbacks between ice geometry, rheology and
flow speed, making the effect of differences in discretization
uncertain. It is notable that the results given by individual
models given by Payne et al. [2000] display some variation
in terms of their thermal configuration, evidenced by the
shape of the part of the bed at pressure melting point.
Consequently, it seems reasonable to conclude that the
EISMINT-2 results given by Glimmer are still sufficiently
close to the published values for these differences to be
regarded as not of significance. Recently, a new set of exact
solutions for thermomechanically coupled SIA models has
been published [Bueler et al., 2007]; testing Glimmer
against these would be highly desirable, given the difficulty
of interpreting the EISMINT-2 results unambiguously.
[119] To give some indication of the speed of the model,

we give sample model integration times, measured on a
single core of an Intel Xeon 5140 processor (64 bit,
2.33GHz), with 4GB of RAM. The Intel Fortran compiler
v.9.1, is used, and the operating system is 64-bit GNU/
Linux. On this platform, the EISMINT-1 fixed margin
experiment A is completed in approximately 76s, while
EISMINT-2 experiment A is completed in approximately
412s. These timings are the means of timings from five
model runs of each type.

7.3. Isothermal Exact Solutions

[120] Bueler et al. [2005] describe five analytical solu-
tions to the isothermal shallow ice equations, denoted A to
E. These solutions can be used to verify the numerical

Table 7. Comparison Between EISMINT-2 Benchmarks and

Glimmer Results: Ice Area at End of Runa

EISMINT-2 Glimmer

A 1.034 ± 0.023 1.031
C �19.515 ± 1.346% �20.376%
D �9.489 ± 1.267% �10.188%
G 1.033 ± 0.021 1.026
H 1.032 ± 0.019 1.018

aUnits are 106 km2, except where percentage differences are given.
Experiment B is omitted as the area remains constant compared with
experiment A.

Table 8. Comparison Between EISMINT-2 Benchmarks and

Glimmer Results: Area of Basal Melt as a Fraction of Total Area

at End of Runa

EISMINT-2 Glimmer

A 0.718 ± 0.086 0.808
B 11.836 ± 5.228% 7.808%
C �27.806 ± 9.426% �22.308%
D �1.613 ± 1.784% �1.362%
G 0.305 ± 0.048 0.215
H 0.529 ± 0.114 0.556

aFigures for experiments B, C, and D are percentage differences from
experiment A. Bold entries are those where the measured values fall outside
one standard deviation of the reference measurements.

Table 9. Comparison Between EISMINT-2 Benchmarks and

Glimmer Results: Ice Divide Thickness at End of Runa

EISMINT-2 Glimmer

A 3688.342 ± 27.757 3602.349
B �4.927 ± 0.394% �4.041%
C �12.928 ± 0.405% �12.807%
D �2.181 ± 0.156% �2.230%
G 2218.959 ± 5.205 2222.403
H 3507.984 ± 118.086 3343.324

aUnits are meters, except in experiments B, C, and D, where the result is
expressed as a percentage difference from experiment A. Bold entries are
those where the measured values fall outside one standard deviation of the
reference measurements.

Table 10. Comparison Between EISMINT-2 Benchmarks and

Glimmer Results: Ice Divide Basal Temperature at End of Runa

EISMINT-2 Glimmer

A 255.605 ± 1.037 254.439
B 4.623 ± 0.142 4.706
C 3.707 ± 0.210 3.939
D �0.188 ± 0.019 �0.188
G 248.440 ± 0.591 248.286
H 255.225 ± 1.056 257.651

aUnit is K. In experiments B, C, and D, the result is expressed as a
difference from experiment A. Bold entries are those where the measured
values fall outside one standard deviation of the reference measurements.
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solution of the continuum equations. Benchmarks B, C and
D use time-dependent mass balances and are considered
here: Benchmark B is a similarity solution developed by
Halfar [1983] with a moving natural margin, zero accumu-
lation and constant volume; benchmark C is a similarity
solution with rapid growth due to a positive time-dependent
accumulation starting from zero ice thickness; and bench-
mark D is a solution with compensatory accumulation.
Ice thickness oscillates in an annulus due to oscillating
accumulation.
[121] Time-dependent behavior of an ice sheet model can

then be verified using the exact solutions mentioned above,
and described in detail in Bueler et al. [2005], by (1) using
the exact ice thickness H at time t = t0 as initial condition
for the numerical model; (2) using the exact accumulation
for each grid point at each time step; and (3) computing
the errors between the numerical solution and the exact
solution.
[122] In all three benchmarks, we verify the performance

of Glimmer by calculating the thickness error at the center
of the dome and the maximum thickness error across the
domain, both for the final time step.
[123] The three benchmarks are run with the parameters

taken from Bueler et al. [2005] for different grid spacings,
Dx, summarized in Table 11. The time step D t has to be

reduced as the grid spacing is reduced to maintain stability
of the numerical method. The ADI scheme is more unstable
than the other schemes at small grid spacings, so its time
steps have been reduced in comparison to theirs; even so,
the ADI scheme was sufficiently unstable in benchmark D
that it was impractical to shorten the time step enough to
obtain results for grid spacings of 5 km and 20 km. In all
cases, the minimum grid spacing was limited by computa-
tional expense: run times increase with decreasing grid
spacing and time step size because the equations have to
be solved at more nodes more often. Furthermore, the
nonlinear solver takes about twice as long as the linear
solver because of the additional Picard iterations.
[124] Figure 4 summarizes the results, giving the thick-

ness error at the center of the dome, as well as the maximum
thickness error, for all model runs. Figures 5 and 6 show the
typical spatial distribution of errors.
[125] As expected, both the absolute error at the center of

the ice dome and the maximum error generally decrease
with decreasing grid spacing and time step size. The general
trend is a clear convergence toward the analytical solutions,
but there is some unevenness to the results as well. Not all
increases in resolution result in reductions in errors. We
propose two reasons for this variability: the effects of
resolving the margin position, and the effect of insufficiently
short time steps.
[126] First, the size of both the dome error and the

maximum error will depend to some extent on the position
of the margin. Because the margin is a discontinuity, its
position is constrained by the grid spacing, so we expect the
shape of the ice sheet to change unevenly as the grid
spacing is changed. In addition, as Hindmarsh and Payne
[1996] note, because of the discontinuity at the margin, the
discretization used in Glimmer is known to be less than
second-order accurate there. Figures 5 and 6 show that the

Table 11. Time Step Lengths and Resolutions of Model Runs

Used to Verify Glimmer Against the Bueler et al. [2005] Solutions

Horizontal Resolution (km)

Time Step (years)

ADI Linear Nonlinear

5.0 0.05 0.10 0.10
10.0 0.25 0.20 0.50
20.0 0.50 1.00 1.00
50.0 2.50 2.50 2.50

Figure 4. Overview of Glimmer verification runs. Tests B, C, and D are plotted with circles, inverted
triangles, and crosses, respectively. Solid lines indicate the nonlinear solver, dashed lines indicate the
linear solver, and dotted lines indicate the ADI solver. Thickness errors, at the center of the dome and the
maximum error, are given for the final time step.
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errors are concentrated at the margin, but that their influence
reaches to the center of the ice sheet. In particular, Figure 6
shows that the sign of the largest spike in the error profile
can vary between different runs, depending on the resolu-

tion. This supports the idea that the error is partly due to the
shifting position of the margin as the resolution is changed.
[127] Second, the reduction of errors at higher resolution

depends to some extent on choosing a sufficiently short time

Figure 5. Snapshots at the final time step of the difference in ice height between the numerical solution
using the linear solver and the exact solution. Contours are drawn at �10 m, �1 m, 1 m, and 10 m for the
upper right quadrant of the domain. Positive values are solid, while negative values are dashed.
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step. At higher resolutions, this may be difficult to do
without making the model runs too time consuming to be
practical; our own investigations indicate a dependence of
the error on the time step size, especially when the linear
semi-implicit scheme is used. The effect can be seen most

clearly in Figure 4 in the results for test D with the linear
solver. Both the dome error and the maximum error increase
as the grid length is reduced from 10 km to 5 km; this is
almost certainly due to the time step being too long.

Figure 6. Snapshots at the final time step of the difference in ice height between the numerical solution
using the linear solver and the exact solution. The thickness error along x through the center of the ice
sheet is shown.
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[128] Despite these variations, the overall picture pre-
sented by the Bueler et al. [2005] tests is that the results
from Glimmer converge toward the analytical solution.
Together with the results from the EISMINT 1 and 2
intercomparisons, they constitute a robust verification of
the Glimmer ice sheet model, and give us confidence that it
can be used wherever the shallow ice approximation is
valid.

8. Conclusions

[129] The Glimmer ice sheet model, presented in this
paper, represents current best practice with regard to the
simulation of large-scale ice sheet dynamics. The physics
represented in the model, and the mathematical and numer-
ical techniques used, are well established within the field;
what distinguishes Glimmer from other models are the use
of an open development paradigm, and the systematic
verification of the model against recognized benchmarks.
In addition, the novel structure of the model code gives
Glimmer wide applicability within glaciology.
[130] We have shown in this paper that output from the

core ice sheet model (GLIDE) compares well against the
EISMINT benchmarks (levels one and two), and the exact
isothermal solutions of Bueler et al. [2005]. These compar-
isons give Glimmer a level of verification and traceability
which is lacking in many other models, and they signifi-
cantly increase the confidence that can be placed in the
output from the model.
[131] Further transparency is created by the free availabil-

ity of the model source code, which may be compared
against the description of the modeled physics and numer-
ical methods used, given in this paper; during model
development, this has allowed problems to be identified
and fixed in a timely way. The community-based approach
allows the most efficient communication of information to
model users: with its international network of users and
contributors, Glimmer is a true community model.
[132] In these respects, Glimmer is a step toward a more

rigorous methodology for numerical modeling in the cryo-
spheric sciences, as well as a useful model in its own right.
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